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Long ago people did not live in houses. They took shelter under trees or

in caves. But it was very diff icuft in the rain and the cold and in the wind

and the hot sun.

One day two friends decided that they would like to

live in a house. But how to begin?
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The two friends went and asked an elephant how they should begin. The

elephant thought and then said, "You must make four pillars as strong

and as thick as my four legs. But don't ask me what to do next because

I have no idea."

They did as the elephant had suggested and made four strong pillars.
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Then they went to a snake and asked him what they should do next. The

snake thought for a while and then said,
l

'You must make some poles as

long and thin as I am. But don
J

t ask me what to do next because I have

no idea."

The two f riends did as the snake had suggested but the house was still

far from finished.
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Then they went to a she-buffalo and asked her what to do next. The

she-buffalo thought and then said, "You see the skeleton of this dead

buffalo? You must make a roof like that. But don't ask me
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Next they went to a fish and the fish said to them, “See the scales on

me! Vou must make a covering for the roof using layer upon layer of dried

leaves. Just (ike my scales."
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The two friends made the roof and now they had a house that

sheltered them from the wind, the rain, the heat, and the cold.
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The First House

Long ago people did not live in houses. They took shelter under trees or in eaves, But

it was very difficult in the rainand the cold and in the wind and the hot sun.

One day two friends decided that they woufd like to live in a house. But how to begin?

The two friends went and asked an elephant how they should begin. The elephant

thought and then said, "You must make four pilfers as strong and as thick as my four

fegs. But don't ask me what to do next because I have no idea."

They did as the elephant had suggested and made four strong pillars.

Then they went to a snake and asked him what they should do next. The snake

thought for a while and then said /You must make some poles as long and thin as I am.

But don't ask me what to do next because I have no idea.
fJ

The two friends did as the snake had suggested but the house was still far from

finished*

Then they went to a she-buffalo and asked her what to do next. The she-buffalo

thought and then said, "You see the skeleton of this dead buffalo? You must make a

roof like that. But don't ask me what to do next because I have no idea."

The two friends did just as the she-buffalo had suggested but the house was still

not finished.

Next they went to a fish and the fish said to them, "See the scales on me! You must

make a covering for the roof using layer upon layer of dried leaves. Just like my

scales."

The two friends made the roof and now they had a house; that sheltered them from

the wind, the rain, the heat, and the cold.
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